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LJ-Z Spy Planes:
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(Overleaf) Special scientif ic

research U-2 aircraft from
AFGRL/Edwards AFB
(USAF photo)

.

(Right) Within daYs of the
1960 Powers CIA U-2
shoot-down, NASA Pre'
sented the Press with a
U-2A aircraft in fictitious
NASA markings, to bolster
the government's cover
story that Powers was on a
scientific weather research
mission. (NASA Photo.)
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'r Y -7e know thatlJ-2 spy planes were designed
for the
\ A I xrd, built bv Lockheed Aicraft
(CIA) i"
Agencv
Inteiligence
Central
YV
4"

early l-950s, to conduct clandestine overflights of the
Soviet lJnion, China, Cuba, and other denied areas
of the world. At that time, these planes became our
most important source of intelligence on the Soviet
Union. Public knowledge of the U-2 came crashing
into the world.'s collective consciousness on May 1,
1960, when Francis Gary Powers was shot down,
while flyrng in his U-zC over Sverdlovsk, USSR'
Wilfrin days of the shoot-down, Dr' 11uS!
Dryd.en, director of the National Aeronautics and

Splce Administration (NASA), reiterated the
agency's May, 1956, statements that the U-2 airciaft, was a new research tool for high-altitude
atmospheric and meteorologrcal research, flown
with itt" Iogittical and technical support of the
United States Air Force.
Historians have pointed to these and subsequent statements by NASA and its predecessor
ug".t.y, the National Advisory Committee for

Looking back to when Dr. Dryden a1n9u19e{

the peaceful scientific research purposes of the-U-2
to the press in May 1960, after the Powers shootd.own,

it i. tto* wident that he was not actually

lyrng. By that point,Air Force U- 2s were conducting
p"u."frri, high-altitude atmospheric and meteoroiogical researrch flights throughout the world and

would continue to do so until 1968'

U-2 Research Aircraft
Almost from the beginning of the clandestine
spy plane program, early TJ-2 aitcraft were utitii"{ for atmospheric sampling and high-altitude
weather rur"ur.h. Slightly more than a year afber
the CIA received their first U-2 the U'S' Air Force
received some of its own TJ-z aircraft, which
became operational in October 1957, and were
assigned [o the High-Altitude Sampling Program

Ue"Spl. Running between 1957 and 1963, the
HASP could detect and monitor the scientific
WA$ $HOT
ad.vancements being made in Soviet nuclear
NSWN,
and testing' The U-2 was
Ceronautics (NACA) as the U.S. government's fi'rst weapons development
wH*Lffi
with several aircraft
mission
this
into
incorporated
of
covert operational use
FLY*NG Iru HIS "cover stori'to mask the
to collect atmosequipped
and
modified
specially
these new U-2 aircraft.
debris at
radioactive
fiVER
detect
to
#*2*
Subsequently, declassified government docrl- ptreric ui, rurnples
Flight,
Crow
Operation
as
Known
$ffiRMLSV$K, ments now reveal that at the time Dryden made iriglr-uttitude.
nose
with
modifred
were
U-2As
Force
Air
U.S.
nv:e
IJ$$R
those proclamations, in May 1956, the first U-2 airvalve
intake
air
a hole or
craft were just becoming operational' Within a radomes, encompassing
capture of air gasses for
permit
the
to
mechanism
ov91operational
first
its
month, the CIA conducted
^Unofficially
flights of Poland and East Germany' By Jdy , 1956, sampling.
known as WU-2A, and operating
tfr" Cn had flown three more overflights of eastern
weather sampling ajl.craft, t-heqe
guise
of
the
under
overclandestine
Europe, including the very first
additionally equippe{ wilh air
flight of the Soviet Union. It is important -to note, particular U-Zt were port and starboard sides of
the
on
,.oop, mounted
th"at the U.s. Air Force would not receive its first five
particulate debris
IJ-2 aicraft until June 7957, and NASA would not the fuselage to collect radioactive
atmosPhere.
upper
in
the
L971'
get its first hvo IJ-2 atruaft until June
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Francis Gary Powers (right,

with Lockheed's U-2
designer Kelly Johnson in
1966) (Photo courtesy of
the National Museum of the
U.S. Ak Force.)

First Lockheed production
U-2. (Photo courlesy of the
National Museum
of the U.S. Air Force.)

One of the U.S.

Air Force's early strategic reconthe 4028th of the 4080th

naissance squadrons,

Strategic Reconnaissance Wing, was involved in fly-
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HASP sampling flights actually originated with
CIA U-2, beginning in 1956, in support of the (then)
Armed Forces Special Weapon Project or AFSWP-

ing the U-2 IIASP flights. Detachments from the
4028th deployed all over the world, flyrng HASP
missions from bases in the United States, Europe,

within the CIA,
not only supported monitoring of Souiet nuclear

Alaska, Australia, and Puerto Rico.

wea,pons progrdms, but also supported the establish-
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Qater) Defense Nuclear Agency.
These ultra-secret flights, euen
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wake of the Powers shoot-down, congressional
scrutiny revealed that more than 200 U-2 Flights

(Above) HASP U-2 aircraft;
close-up of nose. Notice
the nose air-valve and air
intake scoops on the lower
starboard and port sides of
the fuselage. The scoops
collected high-altitude
atmospheric debris particles that provided detailed
knowledge of nuclear
weapons tests conducted
by the USSR and other
nations. (USAF photo.)
(Above right) HASP U-2
aircraft preparing for takeott. (USAF photo.)

10

nxent of AFSWP worldwide nucleo.r fallout po,ttern
charts that u)ere d.eueloped in association with

future nuclear wedpons policies and planning.

CIA U-2s carried out couert HASP missions
throughout the 7960s, inclusiue of the one-knowrl

Project Seeher mission, to collect nucleo,r intelligence
data during the FYench nucleo.r weapons tests carried out on MururoaAtoll, fueruch Polynesia, in May
1964.

were conducted between 1956-1960, under the auspices of the NACAAIASA weather research "cover"
missions.
Although a portion of these 200 flights (including twenty-four overflights of the USSR) were

covert CIA flights, the remaining majority of the
flights were mostly atmospheric and meteorolo$cal
research flights flown by the CIA and Air Force for
various U.S. government organizations.
Some of these U-2 research flights included milestone high-altitude missions over the tops oftyphoons

and hurricane in support of the Air Force's Air
Weather Service (AWS) and the U.S.Weather Bureau.

The Air Force's U-2 HASP flights ended in
March 1963, with the signing of the Above Ground

U-2 Typhoon Flights

In
the subsequent U-2 atrqaft investigation, in the

On November 14, L957 , aU-2 over-flew the top
of typhoon Kitt, in the western Pacific Ocean, just
north of the Philippine island of Luzon. The aircraft
photographed the typhoon's cloud formations and
inner eye dynamics from high altitude - looking
straight down from approximately 65,000 feet. This
U-2 flight produced the first high-altitude, highresolution images of the upper tropopause region of
a tropical cyclone.
Behreen JuIy 14 and 16, 1958, several more
U-2 overflights were conducted into SuperTlphoon
Winnie off the coast of Formosa - now Taiwan.
Winnie had developed into a particularly powerful
typhoon with winds in excess of L75 mph, striking
the western-most end the island ofTaiwan, causing
severe damage. The storm continued on across the
Formosa Strait and impacted the southeast coast of
mainland China. Later in September 1958, additional U-2 flights were flown over the tops of super
typhoons Ida and Helen - photographing spectacular cloud features and structures,looking down into
the storms'eyes from the lower stratosphere.
These early Pacific typhoon U-2 overflights
were actually flown by the CIAs "Detachment C"
(under a fake cover designation as the USAF's 3d
Weather Reconnaissance Squadron-Provisional),
pubticly stated to be supporting AF AWS typhoon
research, and based at NAS Atsugi, Japan. The
typhoon flights helped in an effort to bolster their
weath.er reconnaissance cover story while providing
area tactical reconnaissance coverage ofthe region,

Test Ban T?eaty behveen the U.S. and the USSR.
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AFCRL research U-2 air.
craft aircrews. (USAF
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including the "Offshore Island Crisis"; an armed
confrontation between the People's Republic of

China (PRC) and Taiwan's Nationalists Chinese - in
the summer of 1958.
In August 1958, the PRC began shelling offshore Taiwanese islands, with U.S. concern that
the mainland Chinese would invade Taiwan. As
these tensions heated up, CIA U-2s began overflights of the region to monitor PRC troop movements and naval operations. The CIA used the
weather reconnaissance flights of Typhoons as a
cover story in the media.

RSCONNAI$- AFCRL U-2 Projects
$ANf;E
As the U-2s continued their covert reconnaisFLIGI{TS OF
missions with the CIA and operational Air
sance
TYPHOON$
reconnaissance squadrons, a numstrategic
Force
AS A COVER
ber of early U-2A anrcraft' were utilized in various
STORY IN
atmospheric and meteorologrcal research projects
TFIE MEDIA
under the control of the Air Force's Cambridge
Research Laboratory (AFCRL). AFCRL was located

at L.G.

Hanscom Fie1d, Bedford, Massachusetts,

and operated

in

cooperation

with the Air

Force's

Geophysical Research Directorate (GRD).
Some of the early AFCRL U-2 science projects
encompassed high-altitude atmospheric pressure
and air gas sampling measurements, moisture stud-

ies, ozone concentration research, electrical field
measurements and severe thunderstorms research

as well as clear air turbulence research. These
AFCRL scientific research U-2s were flown by
ArR Po\ryER
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flight test crews from the Special Projects Branch
(the 6512th Test Squadron) of the Air Force's Flight
Test Center,Iocated at Edwards AFB, California.
A group of early (ex-CIA) U-2As were permanently assigned to the test center at Edwards,
specifically for atmospheric systems testing and sci-

entifrc research projects. One of the Edwards'
research U-2As was utilized in an AFCRL project
called Rough Rider (1960-1968). Since 1946, The
Rough Rider project was a continuation of previous
severe thunderstorm (Tornado) research projects
under the direction of the U.S. Weather Bureau.
Like the previous thunderstorm research projects,
the Rough Rider missions were to collect compre-

hensive atmospherics and cloud dynamics data of
severe thunderstorms and their surrounding environments to advance our knowledge of these powerful storms and develop improved forecasting techniques.
At that time, Project Rough Rider was a new
tornado research project of the Weather Bureau's
National Severe Storms Project (NSSP);in coopera-

tion with, and coordination from the

Weather
Bureau's Research Flight Facility (RFF), the Air
Force's AFCRL, GRD and Aeronautical Systems
Division (ASD) Iaboratories as well as NASA and
the FAA. Additional support was provided by area
Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard units
and facilities. Under this project, AFCRL U-2 flew
in, around, and over severe, tornado-producing,
thunderstorms to collect vital high-altitude meteorological research data and take panoramic cloud

11

Thisaircraft was one of the
first U-2As built for and
operated by the CIA in
1956. lt later came under
the control of the AFCRL
and utilized in various scientific research projects
throughout the world. lt is
currently on display at the
U.S. Air Force's SAC
Museum at Offutt AFB,
Nebraska. (USAF photo.)
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photography at levels near the tops of the storm
clouds.

Simultaneously,

in a related project, called the

Lightning Research Project

(

1964- 1966), sponsored

by the AFCRLs Cloud Physics Division, in cooperation with the Aeronautical Systems Division of the
Air Force's Sandia Corporation laboratory (also in

association with the U.S. Federal Aviation
Administration) AFCRL utilized a specially-equipped U-2 aircraft to fly in and around severe thunderstorms to study and measure their electrification dynamics and intensity. These Rough Rider
U-2s captured impressive lightning photography of

RH$HARCH
these powerful storms.
ON TROPICAL
Another AFCRL U-2 atmospheric research
project,
conducted in 1961, in support of NewYork's
f,YOLONES
Dud1ey Observatory flew space particle sampling
missions for the collection of micro-meteorites at
high-altitudes. The AFCRL U-2s were equipped
with collection scoops, similar to the HASP that
pushed air through very fine mesh filter materials
to collect microscopic meteorites that constantly

penetrate earth's atmosphere.
Between 1962 and 1967, AFCRL used a specially-equipped U-2 arrcraft to veri$r the heights of
cloud tops during the development of the Weather
Bureau's WSR-57 Weather Radar Network. The
U-2s verified the heights of clouds relative to the
heights being reported by the prototype radar units.
This type of proof-of-concept verification still goes
on today with NASA ER-2 and NOAA aircraft verifiring data provided by space-based satellites.

L2

Also, from 7964 to 1966, the Jet Stream Cirms
Research Project was conducted by the AFCRL in
support of Sandia Labs. The AFCRL controlled U-2
aircraft investigated the radiation characteristics of
high-altitude jet stream Cirms clouds. In this project, a research U-2 was equipped with three differ-

ent airborne thermal radiation thermometers or
radio-meters and a Rosemont temperature probe.
The aircraft was also equipped with various reconnaissance-type cameras. The U-2 flew above, in and
below cirnrs cloud formations to take thermal temperature measurements and aerial cloud formation
photographs. Between April 1964 and February
1966, twenty-three U-2 jet stream cirms cloud.
flights were conducted at altitudes over 65,000 feet.
U-2 Hutricane Flights, 1960-1968

In 1956, the Weather Bureau-reacting to the
devastation of three consecutive hurricane strikes
along the east coast of the United States, received
congressional funding to establish the National
Hurricane Research Project (NHRP), to conduct
research on tropical cyclones that would advance
our scientific understanding of these storms and
provide the means to improve the accuracy of future

hurricane forecasts.
During this process, the NHRP began to ponder
the horizontal thermal and vertical wind structures
in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere region
of tropical cyclones. At the time, there were no highaltitude aircraft adequate to probe regions over the
ArR
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U-2 fimeline: Research U-2 Milestones
1956 - (Aug) Loclsheed delivers the firet U-2 spyplane to the CIA after a successfirl flight test of the "article l" prototype aircralt.
1956 - (May 7) Dr. Hugh Dqden of NACA'(the predecessor ofNASA) announces the existence of t]-re U-2 aircraft, to be flown
by the US Air Force's Air Weather Services. Dryden reports the aircraft will be used as a high-altitude research tool for
meteorological investigatiors, induding: jet stream studies, high-altitude temperature and wind structures (atjet stxeam
altitudes), and msmic ray research above 55,OOO feet. (Regarded as thc first couer stary for CIA operotions of the U-2.)
- (June 20) the U-2 flies its first operational clandestine mission over Poland and East Germaly for the CIA.
- (July 2) the U-2 flies its second and third operational clandestine overflight missions ofeastern Europe (Czechoslovakia,

Hung41 Bulgaria, Romania, Poland and East Germany) for the CIA.
- (July 4) the U-2 flies its fourth operational clandestine mission for the CIA - the first overllight of the Soviet Union.
1967 - (June 11) the USAtr"s 4028th Strategic Remnnaissance (Weather) Squadron receives the Air Force's frst six U-2A for

operational use,
- (Sept) the USAF"s 4080th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing receives five U-2A airoaft, modified for IIASP air sampling including atmospheric gaaes and particulate sampling devices.
- (Oct) U-2 IIASP flights begin with detadrmert units to Ramey Atrts, Puerto Rim and Plattsburgh AFB, New York
- (Nov 14) a CIA U-2 flies over "t54rhoon Kitt" conducti:rg high-altitude photographic surveillance ofthe storm to bolster
their weather recon cover story and support the Air Force's Air Weather Service's typhoon research.
- (Nov 28) U-2A #56{722 is delivered to the Air Force, for modification into the one and only HICAT U-2.
1958 - (July 1,116) a CIA U-2 flies over'typhoon Winnie" conducting high -altitude photographic surseillance of the stom to
bolster their weather recon cover story arrd support the Air Forte's Ajr Weather Service's tlphoon research.
- (Sept 14) a CIA U-2 flies over "super typhoon Helenl'conducting high-altitude photographic surveillance ofthe storrn to
bolster their weather recon cover story and support the Air Force's Air Weather Service's typhoon research.
- (Sept 2425) a CIA U-2 flys over "super typhoon Ida" conducting high-altitude photographic surveillaace ofthe storm to
bolster their weather recon cover story and support the Air Force's Air Weather Service's typhoon researdl
- (Oct) NACA is dissolved; NASA is established and replaced by NASA.
f960 - f96& AFCRL makes a researth U-2 available to the Weather Bureau's HRP and its component "Stonnfirr/ experimental hu:nricane modification pr{ect. Over the next eight yeam, AFCRL research U-2 will fly over and tnto countless
Atlantic hu:n'icanes for ilirrct and indirect hur:ricane researdr.
1960 - (May 1) Francis Gary Powers is shot dorn over Sverdlovsk, Russia (USSR)
- (May 6) a U-2 aircraft, with fictitious NASA serial number and NASA markings, is shown to ttre news media to bolster
the pre-planned cover story ofNASA conducting weather researc.h flights vrith the U-2.
- (May 7) NASA Directm Dr. Hugh L. Dr5rden issues a press release stathg that a U-2 airsaft, conducting high-altitude
weather researth, has gone missing during a flight over T\:rkey - potentially due to oxygen difficulties.
- (May 22) a second NASA press release is issued with the cover story ofa NASA U-2 aircraft gone missing, while operating overseas, and presumed lost.
- (Jr:ne) NASA concerned that its reputation has been damaged in the wake of the Powers U-2 Affair, disengages from
the CIA ald will no longer pmvide them the cover story support for their covert U-2 operations.
1961 - arr AFCRL controlled researdr U-2 is used for high-altitude space particle (micro-meteorite) collection.
1962 - 1967; Af'CRL controlled research U-2 aircraft support the U.S. Weather Bureauh WSR.57 weather radar network
development.
1962 - 1966 AFCRL contrtlled research U-2 airtraft are utilized for the Ozone Research Pr{ect arrd are flown over and into

Atlantic hurricanes.
1968 - (March) the U-2 IIASP program mmes to an end with the signing ofthe Above Ground Tbst Ban Tleaty between ttre
U.S. and USSR.
- ( 22 Oct) aAf'CRL U-2 flies up, over and into the eye ofhu:ricane Ginny. Equipped with specialized ozone instruments,
the aircraft conducts Ozone sampling, concentration measurements and cloud photography over the top of the storzr and
into the hurricane's eye. (This is the first euer hi,gh-altitude ozotw rcsearch probe of a tropiral cyclane.)
1964 - 1966 AFCRL controlled research U-2 aircraft is used in the Lightning Research Project (in association with Pmject
Rough Rider) and ie also utilized for the Jet Stream Cirnrs (Cloud) Research Project.
1965 - (Feb 15) the HICAT U-2 (#56-6722) conducts its first clear air turbulence research flights.
1964 - (Oct 14) AI'CRL U-2 flies over hurricane Isbell, and with specialized Ozone instruments, conducts Ozone measurements and cloud photography wer the hurricane's eye.
1967 - (Sept 21) the HICAT U-2 flies over and around the eye ofhurricane Beulah. Equipped with speciali'ed therrnal instruments, the aircra.ft conducts hurricane suweillance and hfuh-altitude aerial photography of the hu:ricane's eye, as it
makes lantlfall in southern Texas.
1968 - (Feb) the U-2 flown HICAT Project comes to an end.
- (June) Air Force and AFCRL U-2 scientific research flights come to an end.
1971 - (ApriD NASA g€ts appmval for the use ofU-2 spy planes for scientific research.
- (June 3-4) NASA receives two ex-CIA U-2C aircraft (*r668U N708NA and #6682 / N709NA) for high-altitude research.
1974 - (Aug 1) Cllfs U-2 manned reconnaissance operations come to an end, with the advent of improved satellite coverage.
AII CIA U-2 aircraft, equipment, and logistical support parts are transferred directly to the U.S. Air Force.
1981 - (May 11) NASA receives its first ofthrce ER-2 (N706NA) aircraft to replace older U-2C aircraft. The ER-2 is based upon
the improved TR-1A, which was later converted to arrd re-designated U-2S model.
ArR Po\ryER
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A U-2 aircraft, paffcipating
in the AFGRL Ozone
Research Project, flew into
hurricane Ginny (1963) and
over Hurricane lsbell
(96a\ USAF photo.)

tops of tropical cyclones, except the U-2.

Beginning in early 1960, the AFCRL made
available a U-2 to the Weather Bureau's HRP and
its component Project Stormfury an experimental
hurricane modification project, providing high-alti
tude photographs and meteorological data in the
troposphere region over the hurricanes. Storms
flown by the AFCRL U-2 included hurricanes
Donna (1960), Carla and Esther (1961), Flora and
Beulah (1963), Ginny and Isbell (1964), Betsy
(1965), and Beulah (1967), to name just a few.
Although these U-2 hurricane flights were flown in
direct support to hurricane research, several other
of these U-2 flights were carried out in association
with other research projects not directly related to
ON OCTOEER hurricane research.
AIso, between 1962 and 1966, AFCRL research
22,7963, THE TJ-2 anrcraft were utilized in a high-altitude Ozone
AFSRL
Research Project to sample and measure ozone conozoNH u-2 centrations in the upper atmosphere. As part of this
project, a specially equipped U-2 atrqaft probed the
FLHW UP
eye of hurricane Ginny to take the flrst ever ozone
ANI} OVTR
measurements in a tropical cyclone.
THE TOP OF
On October 22,L963,theAFCRL Ozone U-2 flew
I.IURRICANH up and overthe top ofHurricane Ginny anddown into
GINNY AND
its eye to make Ozone measurements. The aircraft
also captured horizontal thermal (temperature) strucDOVI'N INTO
ture measurements and 18O-degree panoramic cloud
IT$ HYE TO

West. The flight plan included a vertical probe of
Isbell's eye, similar to Ginny, but was terminated
earlybefore a deeper probe ofthe eye was made, due
to a thick layer of dense cirms-like clouds in the
eye's center and increasing turbulence at various
flight levels around the storm.
Another U-2 hurricane flight was conducted

during hurricane Beulah in September 1967. This
research flight was conducted in association with
the Flight Dynamics Laboratory of the Air Force's
Systems Command.

The High-altitude Clear Air Turbulence
(HICAT) Project (1964-68); was established to provide fine scale, true wind gust, velocity measurements in continuous wave length, clear air turbulence at altitudes between 45,000 and 70,000 feetas correlated with meteorologlcal and geophysical
conditions. This project introduced the U-2 aircraft,
into another existing Air Force Clear Air T\rrbuIence (CAT) program to scan various areas of the
world for clear air turbulence. Operating from U.S.
Air Force and allied air bases around the world, the
HICAT U-2 flew missions from the U.S., eastern
Canada, A1aska, Hawaii, Australia, New Zealand,
Puerto Rico, Panama, France, and the UK.
One of the Edwards AFB Flight Test Center's
upgraded U-2Ds (aircraft #56-6722) was modified
with a specialized nose-mounted, fixed vane, gust
probe and a Rosemont Lozezal temperature sensor,
photographs for the Weather Bureau.
MAKE OZONE
A similar ozone sampling, thermal measur- connected to a digital pulse code modulation recordMHASURHing, and cloud photo reconnaissance mission was ing system. Of the 285 clear air turbulence flights
MTNT$
flown about a year later into hurricane Isbell. The flown between 1962 and 1968, the U-2 flew 232
AFCRL U-2 penetrated into the upper region of flights at HICAT altitudes above 65,000 feet.
On September 22,1967 ,this HICAT U-2 flew a
hurricane Isbe1l at approximately 55,000 feet - as
the storm was off the coast of Florida, near Key hurricane surveillance mission into hurricane

t4
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Receiving its first U-2
Aircraft in 1971, NASA
nearly duplicated every
U-2 research project previ.
ously conducted by the Air
Force research laboratories
including; high.altitude
micrometeorite collection,
severe storms-lightning
research, Ozone concentra.

tion measurement studies
and tropical cyclone
research support. /A/ASA
photo.)
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Beulah to record the stratospheric conditions
around and over the storm-including any clear air
turbulence within the surrounding environment. As
the hurric€ule made landfall in southern Texas, the
HICAT U-2 made several counter-clockwise
descending loops around the top of hurricane
Beulah's eye, from 65,000 feet down through b5,000
to 45,000 feet or to the tops of the hurricane's eye
wall clouds. The U-2 took detailed temperature,
wind, and air motion measurements throughout the

ffiTI"EIN IT$
GFERA.
TIOruAL COTU. flight.
MIANf}$

NASA U-2 Aircraft
By 1968, the U.S. Air Force slowly began to privatize its organic research laboratories and to
decrease its direct support of scientific research
within its operational commands. It was at this
point that NASA, cogmizant of the capabilities and
contributions that the earlyAir Force research U-2
provided over the years, Iobbied the U.S. government for the acquisition of its own U-2 research aircraft to carry on similar research. In 1971, NASA
was granted authoization to operatell-2 aircraft
for scientific research purposes. On June B and 4,
197L, NASAs Ames Research Facility received two
ex-CIA IJ-%C aircraft on permanent loan from the
U.S. Air Force, as high-altitude scientific research
aircraft.
Fifteen years after it said that it was the U-2
anrcraft, program manager, and would be operating
these new U-2 aircraft as scientific research tools,
NASA finally received IJ-2 afuclraft for that very

purpose.
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Bibliographical Source Notes
The bibliographical sources for the IJ-2 article,
comprise those collected during the research effort
towards the author's current book project on hurricane reconnaissance and research aircraft. The U-2

information was derived from numerous scientific
technical articles, papers and reports issued by several U.S. government agencies, the U.S. Air Force,
and professional meteorological technical journals
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